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hereScape helps IT organizations leverage automation to more quickly
design, develop, deploy and operate their data infrastructure.
Automation accelerated all processes in various industries around the
world and there is no doubt that data automation should play a key role in any
data infrastructure strategy. Thanks to process automation, users can fully focus
on strategy and goals without having to get lost in data unnecessarily. Saving
time and eﬀort is another undisputed benefit that you get thanks to which
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automation is becoming a common part of performing work tasks, people are
learning to work in new ways, better and more eﬃciently. The use of appropriate
procedures and automation will significantly aﬀect the reduction of costs and
potential risks of projects.
WhereScape oﬀers several solutions, from WhereScape RED,
WhereScape 3D, Data Vault through Teradata and Snowflake
automation and Big Data integration, cloud and data warehouse
automation. Many customers around the world rely on
WhereScape automation to eliminate manual coding, code
inconsistencies (removing up to 95% of the manual coding typically required in
development), and tedious repetitive data infrastructure operations. The oﬀered
solutions guarantee above all speed, reliability and new analytical possibilities in
obtaining complex information. All the solutions are suitable for any area in the
industry, production, agriculture and banking, just choose a suitable data
methodology infrastructure that best suits the project. For example with
automated data warehouse design, production time is reduced up to 80%. At the
same time, the subsequent data profiling process will be significantly accelerated
and data source documentation, in other words, the great advantage of the
WhereScape solution is that it automatically creates and updates all
documentation with all changes. The data infrastructure reports will therefore
always be complete, up-to date and accurate, which will significantly help to
achieve the company’s vision.
WhereScape works with a community of global partners to oﬀer practical
automation solutions that help organizations quickly navigate the delivery of data
infrastructure projects and we are excited to be a part of!

“WhereScape automates the design, development and operation of
agile data warehouse projects by increasing developer productivity.
It uses the MPP Azure SQL DW architecture along with T-SQL”
- Douglas Barnett (Senior Solution architect)
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